At AVAV, your dog will be provided with the greatest
hotel accommodations and care, as well as daily free
play in the many parks, all in first-class conditions and
resort standards.
Choose this unique spot for your dog while you're away,
and it'll be well taken care of.

HOTEL
RESORT
FOR DOGS

WWW.AVAVHAPPYDOG.MK

SERVICE PACKAGE DESCRIPTION - 24 HOURS STAY IN AVAV
We are much more than a boarding facility, a dog hotel, or a
place to stay for the night. In our hotel, we have:
No cages, boxes or chains!
AVAV will provide your pet with the best day care and a lot of
fun, as well as the necessary running and exercises for
physical health and genuine love, upbringing, and
socialization for their mental health.
In the evenings, they sleep in luxurious bedrooms that give
the feeling of a home-like atmosphere!
They are provided with a personal bedroom that is available
to them 24 hours a day.

At AVAV, the dogs are truly happy, free, and
socialized with both humans and other dogs.
Another important moment in our care program for your pet is a
true home atmosphere during your pet's 24-hour stay in AVAV!
Dogs are allowed to roam freely throughout our 2,000-squarefoot Resort.
They are always accompanied by trained personnel. They can
run around freely and sleep on the beds when they need to.
They spend every day outside in the park playing freely, never
locked in cages or boxes, and at night they sleep in personally
assigned bedrooms that are available to them 24 hours a day.
Dogs are separated into different rooms and parks for play,
based on their personality traits; dogs are not mixed with which
they do not behave properly, and their personality for
friendship does not suit them.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR AVAV HAPPY DOG'S HOTEL:
1. For the client's personal protection, all dogs must be registered
with AvAv Happy Dog (REGISTRATION FORM). In the form, you
must state any treatment data as well as your usual working
practice with your dog) - 600mkd (charged once).
2. The prices of hotel accommodation in AvAv Happy Dog Hotel are
for a 24-hour stay in the hotel; the stated price is for a 24-hour
stay, for example * from Saturday 16:00 to Sunday 16:00 is a 24hour stay in the hotel; every hour plus care is charged at the cost
of an hour for kindergarten.
3. The transportation is used at the agreed-upon time; the vehicle
can wait 5-10 minutes after the call for the pet to be handed over,
or the client can also use its own transport.
4. Check-in and check-out hours for hotel accommodation and
transportation of AvAv Happy Dog are from 09:00 to 19:00 on
every day of the year.
5. The hotel accommodation is paid in advance; if the stay is
extended, a surcharge can be made when you collect your dog.
The minimum length of stay must be pre-paid.

AVAV HAPPY DOG CAN PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION
TO AND FROM THE HOTEL.
PRICES FOR AVAV HAPPY DOG TRANSPORTATION:

*Transportation up to 3 km from/to AvAv Happy Dog is charged 150
denars one way (on weekdays during working hours)
*Transportation up to 5 km from/to AvAv Happy Dog is charged 180
denars one way (on weekdays during working hours)
*Transportation over 5km from/to AvAv Happy Dog is charged 270
denars one way (on weekdays during working hours)

*Transportation is charged 350 denars one way (on weekends)

* Transportation is charged 400 denars one way
(during non-working days and holidays)
*Transportation prices are for the territory of Skopje

PRICES FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATION ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Small and miniature dogs: 900mkd per day - 24 hours
Medium and large dogs: 1000mkd per day - 24 hours
PRICES FOR MONTHLY ACCOMMODATION:
Small and miniature dogs: 24,000mkd for 1 month
Medium and large dogs: 27,000mkd for 1 month
The hotel rate includes a 24-hour stay with constant supervision
and companionship from our staff. At the same time, as part of
their socialization program, we reward your pets with homemade healthy treats from AVAV Bakery for any good behavior.
The price of accommodation includes standard food for your pet
in the diet section, if you choose to do so, but it does not change
the price of accommodation.
However, we recommend that you bring your pet's favorite foods
that he or she is accustomed to! A change in environment, as well
as a change in food, can cause additional stress on the pet, as well
as side effects on the stool or stomach problems!
For any additional information or reservations, please call one
of our contact numbers.
The number of bedrooms is limited, so hurry up and make
your reservation on time!

For information and reservations please call:
070379760 077541635 078458453
With Love,
Avav happy dog team

